Williams-Garcia, Rita

A Sitting in St. James

1860, Louisiana. Eighty-year-old Madame Sylvie decides to sit for a
portrait and stories that span generations are revealed. Reflections on
the intertwined lives of masters and slaves throughout 60 years on an
antebellum American plantation come to light to reveal a true portrait of the
Guilberts. 460 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
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Wolf, Allan

The Snow Fell Three Graves Deep: Voices from the Donner
Party

In 1846, a group of emigrants bound for California face a choice: continue
on their planned route or take a shortcut into the wilderness. Eighty-nine
of them opt for the untested trail, a decision that plunges them into danger
and desperation and, finally, the unthinkable. 399 pp. (Historical Fiction)
(Lexile 760)
Yoon, David

Super Fake Love Song

Nerd Sunny meets beautiful Cirrus and unwittingly pretends to be the front
man of a rock band. The lie grows and now Sunny is popular, falling in love
and having fun. As his lies begin to catch up, will Sunny find the courage
to be true to himself. 349 pp. (Romance, Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Young, Adrienne
Fable (book one)
Romance, intrigue, and adventure. Seventeen-year-old Fable joins
the young, motley crew of the Marigold to escape the island where her
father abandoned her, but she quickly realizes life off the island is more
dangerous than she imagined. 357pp. (Fantasy, Romance) (Lexile N/A)
Zentner, Jeff

In the Wild Light

When his best friend, Delaney, gets them both full rides to an elite prep
school in Connecticut, Cash must choose between his need to love
and protect Delaney and his loyalty to his grandparents and their small
Appalachian town. 412 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 650)
Zoboi, Ibi and Yusef Salaam

Punching the Air

Amal Shahid, sixteen-year-old artist and poet, is convicted of a crime he
didn’t commit and sent to prison. Despair and rage almost sink him until he
turns to the refuge of his words, his art. Can he change his story?
386 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
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Àbíké-Íyímídé, Faridah

Richards, Natali D.

Gossip Girl meets Get Out. At Niveus Private Academy, Devon and
Chiamaka are the only students chosen to be Senior Prefects who are
also Black, which makes them targets, revealing their secrets to the entire
student body. Both students were on track with bright futures, but this prank
quickly turns dangerous and possibly deadly. 422 pp. (Thriller) (Lexile N/A)

A blizzard forces Mira to hitch a ride to Pittsburgh with a group of strangers.
Every one of them seems to be hiding something dangerous. If Mira wants
to make it home alive, she needs to uncover the truth about these total
strangers. 302 pp. (Thriller, Mystery) (Lexile 610)

Ace of Spades

Acevedo, Elizabeth

Clap When You Land

Novel in verse. Papi kept one family in New York and another in the
Dominican Republic. A plane crash brings two sisters together in an
evocative novel with chapters alternating from two grieving sisters who
navigate the loss of their father and the impact of his death on their
relationship. 417 pp. (Novels in Verse, Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 800)
Ahmed, Samira

Mad, Bad and Dangerous to Know

In Paris, seventeen-year-old Khayyam, a part-Indian, part-French Muslim
American, is eager to attend a prestigious art college. She meets the sixthgreat-grandson of Alexander Dumas and together they try to uncover the
secret story behind a lost mysterious painting and a woman named Leila.
327 pp. (Historical Fiction, Romance, Mystery) (Lexile N/A)
Aveyard, Victoria Series: Realm Breaker
Realm Breaker (book 1)
Corayne, a pirate’s daughter and the last of the ancient Cor bloodline,
must work with a squire, an immortal, an assassin, an ancient sorceress,
and a bounty hunter as the last hope to save the world from a vicious
opponent. 568 pp. (Fantasy, Action Adventure) (Lexile N/A)
Bardugo, Leigh Series :King of Scars
King of Scars (book 1)
Face your demons... or feed them. As part of the Grishaverse, this is the
story of Nikolai Lantsov, the young king of Ravka, after the Ravkan Civil
War. He must find a way to rebuild his kingdom. He must also journey
across magical places to find a way to vanquish the darkness.
514 pp. (Fantasy, Action Adventure) (Lexile 810)
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn Series: Inheritance Games
The Inheritance Games (book 1)
When a Connecticut teenager inherits vast wealth and an eccentric estate
from the richest man in Texas, she must also live with his surviving family
and solve a series of puzzles to discover how she earned her inheritance.
376 pp. (Mystery, Romance) (Lexile 640)
Bliss, Bryan

We’ll Fly Away

Luke and Toby have been best friends since they were kids; both have
abusive fathers and absent mothers. Luke was counting on a wrestling
scholarship to get him and Toby out of this dead-end town. But a series of
choices sets them down an irrevocable path, and now Luke is writing to
Toby from Death Row. 407 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 670)

Five Total Strangers

Sanchez, Jenny Torres

We Are Not From Here

Three teens from Guatamala flee the danger and violence of their
hometown and leave for a better life in the U.S. Facing harsh realities and
told in different perspectives, the story follows what happens to each of
them and the struggles and hardships of a migrant refugee.
348 pp. (Contemporary, Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Sanderson, Brandon Series: Skyward
Starsight (book 2)
First book in Series is Skyward
After becoming a pilot and learning some disturbing things about her father,
Spensa disguises herself and enters a Krell pilot training program where
she discovers the purpose of the program and learns more about the alien
empire. 461 pp. (Science Fiction, Action Adventure) (Lexile 740)
Sepetys, Ruta

The Fountains of Silence

Madrid, Spain 1957. Daniel feels a connection to Ana at the Castellana
Hilton. Through his photography of the city, the teens are fated to uncover
the incredibly dark side of Madrid under Generalissimo Franco’s rule.
495 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile 620)
Shusterman, Neal

Game Changer

Football player Ash has been hit into another dimension and keeps on
bouncing through worlds that are almost-but-not-really his own. The
changes start small, but they quickly spiral out of control, and he sees life
through different eyes. If he isn’t careful, Ash could blink out of existence.
387 pp. (Science Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Taylor, Mildred D.

All the Days Past, All the Days to Come (book ten)

The first book of the series is The Land
Cassie returns home to Mississippi after finishing law school. She becomes
involved in voter registration drives and other aspects of the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s. She is witness to the now-historic events of the
century and the often violent confrontations that brought about change.
483 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Thomas, Aiden

Cemetery Boys

Determined to prove himself a real brujo to the traditional Latinx family that
does not accept his true gender, a trans boy summons the ghost of the
resident bad boy, who refuses to return quietly to death.
344 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile N/A)

Mendez, Yamile Saied

Boulley, Angeline

Seventeen-year-old Camila Hassan, a rising soccer star in Rosario,
Argentina, dreams of playing professionally, in defiance of her fathers’
wishes and at the risk of her budding romance with Diego.
357 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)

A suspenseful thriller, Daunis, who is part Ojibwe, reluctantly becomes
involved in the investigation of a series of drug-related deaths.
494 pp. (Mystery, Thriller) (Lexile 720)

Furia

Meyer, Marissa

Instant Karma

A girl is suddenly gifted with the ability to cast instant karma on those
around her, both good and bad. 390 pp. (Romance) (Lexile N/A)
Ness, Patrick

Burn

Sarah’s family hires a dragon to work on their farm, a last resort for poor
families, but when she notices her dragon acting erratically, she uncovers
a prophecy linking her to a deadly assassin, a dragon-worshipping cult and
two FBI agents. 371 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile 730)
Philippe, Ben

Firekeeper’s Daughter

Collins, Suzanne Series: The Hunger Games
The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (prequel)
Series begins with The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
In a prequel to “The Hunger Games,” eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow
prepares to mentor the female tribute from District 12 in the tenth Hunger
Games, with the fate of his family hanging on the slim chance that he can
help her win the Games. 517 pp. (Dystopian, Science Fiction) (Lexile 860)
Deonn, Tracy Series: Legendborn
Legendborn (book 1)
To discover the truth behind her mother’s mysterious death, sixteen-yearold whiz kid Bree infiltrates a magical secret society claiming to be the
descendants of King Arthur and his knights. For fans of Cassandra Clare’s
City of Bones and Maggie Stiefvater’s The Raven Boys. 501 pp. (Fantasy,
Romance) (Lexile 730)

The Field Guide to the North American Teenager

Faizal, Hafsah Series: Sands of Arawiya
We Hunt the Flame (book 1)
In a world inspired by ancient Arabia, seventeen-year-old huntress Zafira
must disguise herself as a man to seek a lost artifact that could return
magic to her cursed world. For fans of Sabaa Tahir’s An Ember in the
Ashes and Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone or the Assassin’s
Creed video games. 472 pp. (Fantasy, Romance) (Lexile 840)

Power, Rory

Forbes, Lani Series: Age of the Seventh Son
The Seventh Sun (book 1)
Royal blood can control the elements. Mayana is a princess, and her blood
can control water. She must go to the capital and reluctantly compete for
Prince Ahkin’s hand in marriage. The sun is fading despite Prince Ahkin’s
efforts, and he must find a way to choose a bride and save his people.
303 pp. (Fantasy, Romance) (Lexile N/A)

Snarky teen Norris is uprooted from his native Montreal, Canada and
moves to Austin, Texas. As he adjusts, he keeps a field guide journal to his
new school and classmates and navigates the disappointments, joys and
clichés of the American high school experience.
372 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 830)

Wilder Girls

Friends Hetty, Byatt, and Reece go to extremes trying to uncover the dark
truth about the mysterious disease that has had them quarantined at their
boarding school on a Maine island. 357 pp. (Dystopian, Horror, Thriller)
(Lexile 730)
Reynolds, Justin A.

Gilbert, Kelly Loy

Love story in a time loop. After falling for Kate, her unexpected death
sends Jack back in time to the moment they first met. 457 pp. (Romance,
Science Fiction) (Lexile 630)

Daniel, a Chinese-American teen, must grapple with his plans for the
future, his feelings for his best friend Harry, and his discovery of a family
secret that could shatter everything. 353 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile
890)

The Opposite of Always

Ribay, Randy

Patron Saints of Nothing

When 17-year-old Jay Reguero learns his Filipino cousin and former best
friend, Jun, was murdered as part of President Duterte’s war on drugs, he
flies to the Philippines to learn more in this gripping page-turning portrayal
of the struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.
323 pp. (Realistic Fiction, Mystery) (Lexile 840)

Picture Us in the Light

Hill, Will

After the Fire

Moonbeam lives inside the fence in a world created by Father John. Taught
to mistrust the outside and always obey. But there are lies behind Father
John’s words. Outside, there are different truths. Then came the fire. A tale
of survival set before and after living in a cult. 450 pp. (Thriller, Realistic
Fiction) (Lexile 850)

Ibañez, Isabel

Mansy, Lauren

Ximena is a stand-in for the last remaining Illustrian royal Condesa.
The usurper, Atoc, used an ancient relic to summon ghosts and drive
the Illustrians from La Ciudad. When Atoc demands Condesa’s hand in
marriage, Ximena must go in her stead but her mission becomes more
complicated. 375 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile N/A)

Journey through the city of Craewick where memories are currency.
“Gifted” individuals can take memories through touch. Seventeen-year-old
Etta Lark must rescue her mother by joining the Shadows and steal a map
to prove her allegiance. 319 pp. (Fantasy) (Lexile N/A)

Woven in Moonlight

Jaigirdar Adiba

The Henna Wars

Nishat doesn’t want to lose her family, but she also doesn’t want to hide
who she is, and it only gets harder once a childhood friend walks back
into her life. Flávia is beautiful and charismatic, and Nishat falls for her
instantly. 389 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Johnson, Leah

You Should See Me in a Crown

Liz Lighty runs for prom queen in hopes of gaining a scholarship to elite
Pennington College. This leads to discoveries about her own identity and
the value of true friendships. 324 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 880)
Kaufman, Amie and Kristoff, Jay Series: Aurora Cycle
Aurora Rising (book 1)
A fast-paced futuristic adventure told through various perspectives,
eighteen-year-old Tyler Jones, top graduate of Aurora Academy, and
a group of misfits and troublemakers embark on their first mission with
Auri, a stowaway from the distant past. 470 pp. (Science Fiction, Action
Adventure) (Lexile 800)

The Memory Thief

Lee, Stacey

The Downstairs Girl

1890, Atlanta. Jo is a lady’s maid by day, and advice columnist “Dear
Miss Sweetie” at night. She starts to write of society’s ills and challenges
fixed ideas about race and gender but is not prepared for the backlash.
Investigating her past leads her in the crosshairs of Atlanta’s most notorious
criminal. 374 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile 810)
Lo, Malinda

Last Night at the Telegraph Club

When Lily realizes she has feelings for a girl in her math class, it threatens
Lily’s oldest friendships and even her father’s citizenship status and
eventually, Lily must decide if owning her truth is worth everything she has
ever known. 409 pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile N/A)
Mangle, Bethany

Prepped

Raised among doomsday preppers, Becca Aldaine’s life has centered
on planning for the worst, but when her escape plan is jeopardized, she
turns to the boy she is expected to marry and hopes for the best. 310 pp.
(Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 850)

Kemp, Laekan Zea

Somewhere Between Bitter and Sweet

Told in alternating perspectives. Pen dreams of having her own bakery,
but her family wants her to finish nursing school. Xander is searching for
his father but is also undocumented. Together they must navigate first love
and discovering where they belong in order to save the place they all call
home. 343 pp. (Romance) (Lexile N/A)
Killeen, Matt Series: Orphan Monster Spy
Orphan Monster Spy (book 1)
After her mother is shot at a checkpoint, Sarah, a Jewish teenager, agrees
to help the resistance by posing as the daughter of a wealthy Nazi to gain
access to the blueprints of a bomb that could destroy Western Europe. 423
pp. (Historical Fiction) (Lexile 670)
Konigsberg, Bill

The Bridge

A story with 4 alternate endings, two suicidal teens who are strangers to
each other arrive at the George Washington Bridge at the same time with
the intention of jumping. Through alternate stories, they reevaluate the
reasons behind their despair and consider outcomes where either, both or
neither of them jump. 388 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile N/A)

Mathieu, Jennifer

Moxie

Inspired by her mom’s punk rock past, Viv decides to make zines by
“Moxie” to voice her frustrations. Soon she finds others who feel the same
and they start to shake up the school and culture in their small-town Texas.
330 pp. (Realistic Fiction) (Lexile 840)
McCauley, Kyrie

If These Wings Could Fly

In Auburn, Pennsylvania, a farming community overrun with crows, high
school senior Leighton struggles to keep herself and her sisters safe from
their abusive father even as she starts a relationship. 383 pp. (Magical
Realism) (Lexile N/A)
McGinnis, Mindy

Be Not Far From Me

Lost in the Great Smoky Mountains, rising high school senior Ashley
Hawkins must fight for survival without any tools, growing in awareness
that the world is not tame, and neither are people. 231 pp. (Survival
Fiction) (Lexile 1080)

